Scuba Diving
Indonesia has long been on the list of diver’s
pilgrimages. Maratua Island surrounded by some
of the magniﬁcent dive spot in East Borneo.
The reef varies from slopes, wall, covered with soft
and hard coral.
Diving in Maratua Island is breathtaking and truly
unforgettable for scuba divers as the island host
one of the most unique dive sites in Indonesia.
Hard and soft corals compete for space on reefs

The diving in Maratua Island is year-round. Water
temperature is about 27°C - 30°C with visibility
vary from 5m to 20m which depends on the
season. Typically diving will be held at 06.00 AM,
09.00 AM, 12.30 PM, or 02.00 PM while Night Dive
generally start 07.00 PM. Guests are encouraged
to do an equipment check upon check-in to the
resort. We oﬀer dive around Maratua, Sangalaki,
Kakaban, and Derawan which are accessible within
20-40 minutes by fast boat.
Furthermore, the archipelago oﬀer attraction
which is easily accessible during your surface
interval time such as Stingless Jelly Fish lake in

that are bursting with life and color. The beauty of
this region lies in its diversity. Diving spots and
marine life vary from island to island and we
recommend every visitor to dive into at least a few
of them in order to fully experience what Derawan
Archipelago has to oﬀer. Diver are expected to
meet big creature from barracuda, white tip reef
sharks, manta rays, sea turtle, to macro marine life
such as nudibranch, colorful tropical shrimp, and
even stingless jellyﬁsh.

Kakaban Island so that your dive trip here will be
ﬁlled with adventure. Scuba dive equipment are
also available to rent at our dive center on daily
basis. Please contact us for price and availability.
We recommend to visit Goa Haji Mangku midday
when the sun is out as the light shine through to
the water creating a clear Tuscan blue water.
Snorkeling mask and ﬁn is a must to immerse
yourself into this mystic underwater experience.

Try Scuba Program
The Try Scuba Program is an introductory program
which is suitable for guest who would like to
experience breathing underwater. Our dive center
Kuhita Dive Maratua oﬀer guest Participants will be
given an introductory practice using Scuba
equipment in our conﬁned pool or jetty. Once
comfortable with the practice, we recommended
guest to continue with our Scuba Diver Certiﬁcation
Program which is available at our Dive Center.

Scuba Diver Certiﬁcation Program
This program is designed specially by NAUI (National Association of Underwater Instructors Education
Department), for guest who would like to continue their underwater experience further from the previous
try scuba session.
Scuba Diver Certiﬁcation Program should be age 10+ at the very least and in good physical condition. The
participant may set their time for their own theory class, practice in our own pool. The program includes 3
times discussion class, 3 times pool session, examination theory and examination for the Scuba Diver
Certiﬁcation. The Certiﬁcate of NAUI will be valid for lifetime and available to use across the globe.

Dive Sites in
Maratua and Surround

GREEN NIRVANA JETTY (HOUSE REEF)
Suitable for All Level

CHAMBAUDU’S WRECK
Suitable for All Level

Diver will be spoiled by the beautiful and unique
marine life at our house reefs. Creature such as
nudibranch, colorful damsel ﬁsh, schooling of
Jacks, cuttleﬁsh, moray eel and the loveable
anemone ﬁsh awaits you. It is also our go to choice
for open water exam. During the dark, the
landscape of our house reef changes dramatically.
Nudibranch, persian carpet, porcelain crab and
diﬀerent type of shrimps start to comes out,
making the spot a macro photographer paradise.

As the name suggest, the site has an old ﬁshing
wreck anchored in the middle of this site on a
depth of 18 meter on a sandy bottom.The site
located as part of Maratua inner lagoon which is
suitable for beginner scuba diver. The wreck host
plenty of anemone ﬁsh, crabs, scorpion ﬁsh, frog
ﬁsh, giant clams and sea cucumbers along with
arrays of uniformed Pom Pom Xenia.

KUHITA DIVE POINT (HOUSE REEF)
Suitable for All Level
Kuhita Dive Point is also one of our house reefs.
Located further outside the lagoon of our jetty,
Bump Head Parrotfish, Napoleon Wrasse, Sting
Rays, Cuttleﬁsh, and Hawksbill Turtle are a
common sight here. Contour are slopes with a
dramatic drop at 30 meters. It’s a suitable spot for
diver who would like to practice their buoyancy.
TURTLE TRAFFIC
Suitable for All Level
Not far from our Jetty, to the southwest diver will
ﬁnd the turtle traﬃc dive site. This is where sea
turtles gather around, foraging for food and rest.
The amount of sea turtles found here is one of the
largest in Indonesia and if you were able to count
the turtle at this site at the end of the day, we call
it our bad day. Best time to visit Turtle traﬃc is
when the tides are at their lowest point this when
the turtles are gathering to rest at coral beds.

FUSILIER
Suitable for All Level
Fusilier is a steep slope located in south west of
Maratua. Diver will be welcome with parade of
fusiliers in the depth of 12 meter. Going a bit
deeper on a sandy bottom often found schooling
of barracuda and tresher shark adding the excitement of diving in Maratua.
MID REEF
Suitable for All Level
Located in the outer reef of Bohe Bukut Village,
Mid Reef is a slope dive side hosting a wide variety
of hard and soft corals with plenty of overhangs. A
patch of Dendronephthya also found in this site
often host the infamous candy crab. It is also one
of the go to place for Thresher Shark, Nurse Shark,
Giant Stingrays, and schooling of jackﬁsh.
KEHE DAENG POINT
Suitable for All Level
Many cuttleﬁsh are often found hunting at the
shallow reef. Going deeper following the steep
wall, dive will ﬁnd a beautiful array sea fans and
gorgonian coral along with plenty of macro life.
Going deeper, the site often presents some grey
reef sharks and eagle rays.

BIG FISH COUNTRY (ALSO KNOWN AS CHANNEL)
Intermediate Level
Big ﬁsh country is one of the main dive attractions
in Maratua. Here diver are expected to see a burst
of marine life such as trigger ﬁsh, sharks, jacks
however, one of the main attraction here is the
schooling Barracuda who gather around and form
a giant tornado. Diver who’s planning big ﬁsh
country are expected to hold an advance open
water license. This is due to the depth and the high
current level which will be challenging to an open
water diver.
KAKABAN BARRACUDA POINT
Intermediate Level
One of the most popular sites in Kakaban, often
host some of the small portion of barracuda
schooling. The site itself is a sheer drop of wall
around the corner of Western side of Kakaban
Island. Diver will ﬁnd a wide variety of healthy
coral, sea fans, and colorful dottyback hanging on
the wall. Eagle rays and white-tip shark are often
found resting inside an opening.
KAKABAN RIFT
Intermediate Level
One of our exclusive dive sites located on the
northern part of Kakaban Island. As describe, the
site had a hidden crack located in the deep wall of
Kakaban Wall. The view is breathtaking as diver
enter the rift where some sting rays and shark
hides. Truly one of a kind.

SANGALAKI CLEANING STATION
Sangalaki is 30-minute boat ride from the resort.
The cleaning station was made of mountains of
coral covered in acrophores. It is home to thousands of gobies, damsels, dottybacks, and wrasse.
Manta Rays often spotted stopping at this mountain of coral to get their body clean.
SANGALAKI MANTA PARADE
Not far from the cleaning station, Manta Rays
often spotted in parade feeding for plankton that
were washed away by the current. Plenty of
outcrops presented at the sandy bottom of this
area which host some interesting marine life.
SANGALAKI MANTA RUN
In Manta Run, Mantas comes from any direction
and circle around to ﬁlter planktons into their
mouth. Mantas here are often found breaking
their wings at the surface due to higher amount of
plankton at the surface, so it is a better idea to
snorkel here compared to scuba diving.

